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Abstract:
There are currently ten available works by Antonino Pasculli (1842-1924) for solo oboe
or English horn and accompaniment inspired by themes from nineteenth-century operas
by Bellini, Donizetti, Meyerbeer, and Verdi. These pieces are so virtuosic that Pasculli
has been dubbed the “Paganini of the Oboe.” The technical demands can be so high that
performers can neglect to approach artistic and scholarly interpretation of his lyrical
passages. Some editions of his music list the referenced act and scene number from the
original source. No existing editions include complete text from the original vocal
excerpts or the context from the plots of each respective opera. This volume contains the
complete text of the vocal excerpts Pasculli uses, insights from the dramatic plot context,
and advice to performers on how to apply such information to an instrumental
performance.

iv
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

The State of Scholarship on Pasculli
In spite of Hector Berlioz’s observation that “rapid figures [on the oboe]… are
awkward in effect and can be almost comic,” oboists, such as Antonino Pasculli (18421924), have demonstrated in their compositions that the oboe can be as technically facile
as it is expressive. 1 The technical prowess required to perform Pasculli’s solo works has
earned him the nickname “Paganini of the Oboe,” a nod to virtuoso violinist and
composer Niccolò Paganini (1782-1840). 2 Pasculli’s music is often published with the
first name Antonino, which was his nickname, rather than Antonio, his given birth name.
While his music is well known by oboists as an opportunity to showcase virtuosity, the
fact that so much of his music was directly inspired by nineteenth-century opera also
provides the opportunity for oboists to evoke emotions rivaling vocal affections. This
document provides the operatic source material for all of Pasculli’s available solo works
for oboe and English horn with the aim that knowledge of the original text and theatrical
context of an aria or chorus can establish the basis for a more informed performance,
provide detailed historical and contextual information about these works, and encourage
instrumentalists to use text to guide performance practice. As noted in Sandro Caldini’s
preface to his edition of Pasculli’s Rimembranze del Rigoletto, Pasculli’s manuscripts

1

Hector Berlioz, Berlioz’s Orchestration Treatise, 102-103
Geoffrey Burgess, "Pasculli, Antonino." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University
Press, accessed November 26, 2013.
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were intended for his personal use rather than for publication, and were not dated, thus
dates of composition are not available.3
The leading scholar on Pasculli is Omar Zoboli, an oboist who currently teaches
at the Musikhochschule in Basel, Switzerland. Zoboli has edited the “Gran Concerto su
temi dall’opera I Vespri Siciliani di Verdi” and the “Fantasia sull'opera Poliuto di
Donizetti” for Musica Rara, and has also commissioned orchestrations of Pasculli’s
music. Moreover, Zoboli has conducted interviews with Pasculli’s daughers, Laura and
Concetta Pasculli, leading to the aforementioned brief biography of Pasculli that appears
on most printed editions of his music. From Pasculli’s daughters, Zoboli also received the
boxwood Triebert oboe and English horn their father used during his career.4 Geoffrey
Burgess contributed a short entry on Pasculli for Grove Music Online, the content of
which is almost entirely extracted from the prefaces to Zoboli’s printed editions.
Thanks to Zoboli’s research, we know that Pasculli began traveling around
Europe as a performing artist at age fourteen, spent his later years directing a versatile
symphonic band in Palermo where the wind players also played string instruments, and
taught oboe at the Royal Conservatory of Palermo from 1860-1913. He quit his public
concert career in 1884 due to medical issues that could have resulted in total blindness if
he had continued to perform.5
Christoph Hartmann, oboist of the Berlin Philharmonic, has produced editions of
Pasculli’s music in collaboration with Wolfgang Renz, oboist of the Augsburg
3

Antonio Pasculli, Rimembranze del Rigoletto for oboe and piano. ed, Sandro Caldini (Wiesbaden:
Breitkopf and Härtel/Musica Rara, 2003), preface.
4
Anna Pennington, "Days of Bliss are in Store: Antonino Pasculli's "Gran Trio Concertante per Violino,
Oboe, e Pianoforte su motivi del Guglielmo Tell di Rossini"" (2007). Electronic Theses, Treatises and
Dissertations. Paper 2036, 14-16.
5
Lucien Rosset, "Antonio Pasculli (1842-1924)." Tibia: Magazin Für Freunde Alter Und Neuer
Bläsermusik 15, no. 3 (January 1, 1990): 194-197.
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Philharmonic, including works inspired by Verdi’s Il Trovatore and La Traviata that are
not yet commercially available in the United States. Renz personally provided copies of
the scores that have been referenced in this document. Hartmann has also recorded these
pieces with the Augsburg Philharmonic, but has not yet released the recordings in the
United States. He also edited the recent 2012 version of the “Omaggio a Bellini,” the
only work in this document that does not include the name of a specific opera in the title.
The editor’s notes in the score indicate that the only two Bellini operas referenced are Il
Pirata and La Sonnambula. This work is also the only instance in which Pasculli
combined two operas.
Sandro Caldini, oboe professor at the Conservatorio Statale di Musica “Jacopo
Tomadini” in Udine, Italy, edited Pasculli’s “Fantasia sull' opera Les Huguenots di
Meyerbeer” and “Rimembranze del Rigoletto.” He has also written an extensive article
on the challenges of editing this music for The Double Reed, the quarterly journal of the
International Double Reed Society. In his article, he observes a need for more careful
editing and cites the need to edit Pasculli’s remaining unpublished music, including the a
work based on Gaetano Donizetti’s L’elisir d’amore. This work remains unpublished at
this time, twenty years after Caldini’s article was written.6 Of the works cited in Zoboli’s
biography, the Donizetti is the only piece that is still unavailable to date.
Christian Schneider, the professor of oboe at the Musikhochschule Köln, edited
Pasculli’s “Amelia: Un pensiero del Ballo in Maschera” and the “Fantasia due Sopra
motivi dell' opera Un ballo in maschera di Verdi.” Both works are inspired by the same
opera and have been noted inclusions in otherwise limited solo repertoire that exists for
the English horn.
6

Sandro Caldini, “Browsing Among Pasculli.” The Double Reed, vol. 17 no. 3, 1994.
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James Ledward, a prolific arranger and editor of Nova Music, produced the
edition of the “Concerto sopra motivi dell' opera La Favorita di Donizetti.” This
straightforward introduction, theme, and variations is among Pasculli’s most widely
performed works for oboe.
Dr. Anna Pennington’s dissertation, Days of Bliss are in Store: Antonino
Pasculli's "Gran Trio Concertante per Violino, Oboe, e Pianoforte su motivi del
Guglielmo Tell di Rossini,” is an especially valuable resource in understanding the
historical context of Pasculli’s career. Pennington examines the nature of the instrumental
profession during Pasculli’s lifetime and includes evidence-based commentary on how
his instrument and reed technology impacted his compositions. In addition to historical
context, she has produced an edition of Pasculli’s Trio based on Rossini’s Guillaume
Tell. Pennington includes text translations and character information for quoted passages,
as well as an appendix of Pasculli’s complete works. A revision of her list will be
included as an appendix in this document, accounting for the additional fantasies based
on Il Trovatore and La Traviata, along with the recently discovered fantasies on La
Sonnambula and Il Pirata, which are included in the “Omaggio a Bellini,” just not
explicitly in the title of the work.
Interest in Pasculli’s music remains strong, as evidenced by the number of
editions that have emerged in recent years. In 2013, The Double Reed included an article
on Pasculli by Rachel Becker, an American oboist and musicologist at Oxford University.
She began studying Pasculli’s music with the assumption that there would be a
predictable trend in the choice of music he elected to quote such as the gender of the
character, an emotional theme such as love, or a plot narrative. Becker’s study, however,

5
revealed that Pasculli’s quotations come from arias sung by men, women, and choruses in
fairly equal distribution. His selections discuss duty as often as they discuss love. When
quoting multiple examples from a single opera, they always appear out of order, so none
of Pasculli’s works are an attempt to condense a linear dramatic plot. Becker uses the role
of the oboe in Pasculli’s music to discuss the fascinating history of the oboe with respect
to masculine and feminine aesthetics.7 Her observations are further evidence that
performers can treat Pasculli’s music as more than a vehicle to demonstrate technical
prowess.

Analytical Method Overview
Each of Pasculli’s ten available works has been given its own chapter. Since
Pasculli’s manuscripts are undated, a chronological order is not possible. The oboe works
are examined first, followed by those for English horn. The oboe works are in
alphabetical order referring to the last name of the composer whose opera is referenced.
Works inspired by Donizetti are first, followed by works inspired by Meyerbeer and
Verdi. Since Donizetti and Verdi influenced multiple oboe works, those are treated in
alphabetical order by Pasculli’s composition titles. The English horn chapters are in
alphabetical order by Pasculli’s composition titles only. Whereas the oboe compositions
simply correspond to one opera for each solo piece, Pasculli wrote a pair of English horn
fantasies based on Un Ballo in Maschera and his “Omaggio a Bellini” is inspired by two
different opera, Il Pirata and La Sonnamnbula, so Pasculli’s composition titles hold more
weight in that decision.

7

Rachel Becker, "Pasculli and His Oboe: Feminine Characterization in Opera Fantasias." The Double
Reed 36, no. 3: 137-145.
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Every chapter is divided into sections for each operatic reference. Each of these
references will include a discussion of dramatic context, a determination of how
faithfully Pasculli imitates the original operatic source material, and a complete text
drawn from the original libretti with English translations. Performance suggestions will
be offered for particularly pertinent examples. Recordings and scores of these operas are
readily available for the reader who may be interested in that level of depth of study. This
document indicates the specific act, scene, and section of each excerpt to assist the
performer in locating the material under consideration. The analytical process considers
three primary approaches: dramatic context, the transcription/paraphrase spectrum, and
text.

Dramatic Context
As told in a biography of renowned soprano Maria Callas (1923-77), when an
English hornist was struggling to perform a solo in Bellini’s “Il Pirata” with a style
worthy of its context, Callas was observed instructing the English hornist on the details a
great singer would hope to know about Bellini’s musical aesthetics and vocal technique.8
Performing music derived from the operatic genre carries the extra burden of examining
large and often complicated plot structures. One might be intimidated by the amount of
plot details and characters in the operas by Verdi, Bellini, Donizetti, and Meyerbeer, but a
examination of the scenes can reveal surprisingly simple details that can inform
performance decisions in the works of Pasculli.
Perhaps the simplest and most impactful detail is whether the piece was originally
intended for a soloist or a chorus. An aria intended for a solo tenor or soprano offers the
8

George Jellinek, Callas: Portrait of a Prima Donna (New York: Dover, 1986), 335.
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oboist the option of more rhythmic flexibility and to highlight the brilliant sound of the
instrument’s high notes, which would be more challenging for a solo singer than for an
oboist with the ease of producing these notes through the use of register keys. To imitate
a chorus, one would ideally approach rhythm with stricter pulse while still adhering to the
natural sound of the text and how it informs the articulation style.
The mood of each musical example can be determined as easily from the text as it
can from the context. While a translation of text is the easiest way to learn the emotional
context of a passage, character details can be helpful for understanding general affect.
The text itself indicates whether the passage is about love, war, or something else
entirely. Knowing if the character is young or old, serious or comical, or whether they are
sympathetic or villainous can be utilized to establish a frame of reference and character in
performance.

The Transcription/Paraphrase Spectrum
While Pasculli is called the “Paganini of the Oboe,” any analysis of instrumental
music inspired by other compositions would be remiss if it failed to include pianist and
composer Franz Liszt (1811-1886). Liszt coined the term “réminiscence” to describe
several of his works whose content came from another composer, broken down into
distinct groups commonly called “transcriptions” and “paraphrases.”9 A transcription
would typically be loyal to the original as possible, whereas a paraphrase would take
more liberties with the material in a fantasy style. Liszt’s piano works inspired by vocal
music often include original text in the score. The added text would be equally helpful in
Pasculli scores, particularly in cases of direct quotation of original material, but also
9

Alan Walker et al. "Liszt, Franz." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press,
accessed July 10, 2014.
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useful in paraphrased material. Musicologist Alan Walker defines the “fantasy” style in
the following manner:
“A term adopted in the Renaissance for an instrumental composition whose form
and invention spring ‘solely from the fantasy and skill of the author who created
it’ (Luis de Milán, 1535–6). From the sixteenth century to the nineteenth the
fantasia tended to retain this subjective licence, and its formal and stylistic
characteristics may consequently vary widely from free, improvisatory types to
strictly contrapuntal and more or less standard sectional forms.” 10

Franz Liszt’s treatments of the works of other composers include at least ninetynine examples of this practice.11 Like Liszt, Pasculli also adapted works by Verdi,
Meyerbeer, Bellini, and Donizetti, demonstrating that Pasculli’s method came from a
well-established compositional tradition. They used similar operatic sources, including
Bellini’s La Sonnambula, Donizetti’s La Favorita (both used the “Spirto Gentil” aria),
Meyerbeer’s Les Huguenots, and Verdi’s Rigoletto and Il Trovatore. These common
sources account for half of Pasculli’s opera-inspired output, a fact that attests to the
widespread popularity of these specific operas.
In performance of Pasculli’s music, awareness of where a work falls on the
spectrum from literal transcription to loose paraphrase will influence how loyally one
should apply text and context from the original material. In the case of a transcription,
great care to imitate the words, moods, and performance techniques a singer would utilize
should be taken. In a paraphrase, awareness of the original material only is only helpful
in order to appreciate the contrast from the original material. The solo part is the primary
concern of the oboist, but comparing Pasculli’s accompaniment style with the original is

10

As defined by Christopher D.S. Field, et al. "Fantasia." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music
Online. Oxford University Press, accessed March 6, 2015:
11
Alan Walker, et al. "Liszt, Franz." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press,
accessed March 6, 2015.
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often equally crucial in determining whether a reference is a literal quote or a loose
paraphrase.

Text and Translation
The practice of imitating vocal text is prevalent throughout the history of the
woodwind performance. Handel’s Messiah is a familiar example suggesting the influence
of text on instrumental performance practice. Most of the oboe part doubles a choral
soprano line. A sensible ensemble player will naturally gravitate towards imitating the
inflection of the sopranos. The music that inspired Pasculli’s compositions was as
familiar to the audience as the melodies from Handel’s Messiah, so it follows that the text
would be a better source from which to derive expressive information than any other
notations. Pasculli’s markings often defy an exact imitation of the inflection in the text, at
which point the performer is at liberty to choose articulations and expressive patterns
based on aesthetic experimentation and thoughtful examination of the aforementioned
transcription-paraphrase spectrum. This document examines this process in each
individual case.
Oboe performance practice has deep roots in vocal imitation. In his “Principles of
the Flute, Recorder, and Oboe,” Jacques-Martin Hotteterre (1674-1763) devotes a chapter
to articulation, discussing usage of a mixture of ‘tu’ and ‘ru’ articulation syllables in
order to avoid articulation uniformity.12 Similarly, Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773)
wrote extensively on the subject in his treatise, “On Playing the Flute.” He muses about
the skills instrumentalists and singers should have in common in spite of their respective
12

Jacques Hotteterre, Principles of the Flute, Recorder, and Oboe (1712), Translated by Paul Marshall
Douglas (New York: Dover, 1968), 36-44.
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inherent advantages and disadvantages for each group throughout a chapter devoted to
“Good Execution in General in Singing and Playing.”13 Most potently, his nineteenth
bullet point in that chapter states, “Each instrumentalist must strive to execute that which
is cantabile as a good singer executes it. The singer, on the other hand, must try in lively
pieces to achieves the fire of good instrumentalists, as much as the voice is capable of
it.”14 He writes in depth about articulation variety as did Hotteterre, but Quantz urged
instrumentalists to aspire to a cantabile style, especially when imitating music originally
written for voice.
In this spirit, the end of each section will include the complete original text and an
English translation. The performer should note the difference between hard and soft
consonants for the purpose of imitating those sounds in articulations and tapers. The
performer should notate slurs on melismas, when a single syllable is sung over multiple
notes, so that they are performed in a connected fashion without the interruption of a
breath. In addition to the overall mood of the text, certain individual words can demand a
color change or time based on their literal meaning. Just as some published versions of
Handel’s Messiah provide, it will be helpful to write the text in the solo oboe part,
particularly in passages that are a literal transcription.

13

Johann Joachim Quantz. On Playing the Flute (1752), Translated by Edward Reilly. (Schirmer Books,
1966). 119-128.
14
Ibid, 127.
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CHAPTER 2
Concerto sopra motivi dell’opera La Favorita di Donizetti

Gaetano Donizetti’s La favorite was premiered in French in 1840 at the Académie
Royale de Musique in Paris and received repeat performances in French throughout the
nineteenth century. The fact that Pasculli uses the Italian equivalent “La Favorita” in the
title instead of “La favorite” suggests that the Italian version of the libretto should be
examined rather than the French version when analyzing Pasculli’s adaptation. William
Ashbrook, writing for Grove Music, criticizes the Italian adaptation of the opera for being
“corrupt” and claims that a new edition is needed, but he acknowledges that most of the
world outside France would be more familiar with the Italian version except for pockets
of England and Germany that would have heard premieres in English and German,
respectively.15

Spirto Gentil (Act 4, Scene 3)
This aria is a declaration by Fernando, a novice at a monastery played by a tenor,
that he still loves his bride Leonora in spite of revelations that she was King Alfonso XI’s
mistress. His initial response to the news in Act Three was more violent, as he challenged
all of the King’s courtiers to a duel. As one can see from the text below, his admission of
love is complicated by feelings of helplessness and loss. This version is sung to Leonora,
who is disguised as a fellow novice without Fernando’s knowledge. In response to his
statement, she is first displeased with this sentiment, but she begs him for forgiveness,
also revealing that she’s dying. He forgives her and she dies in his arms. Pasculli’s only

15

William Ashbrook. "Favorite, La." The New Grove Dictionary of Opera. Grove Music Online. Oxford
Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed July 29, 2014.
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expressive marking for this reference is dolce, which fails to account for the gravity felt
by a character emotionally torn between being feelings of love and betrayal. A dolce
performance would not capture the context adequately.
Pasculli’s rendering of this aria is fairly loyal to the original and could be
classified as a mildly decorated transcription. The only available edition comes from
Musica Rara and fails to include measure numbers, so for purposes of location, it takes
place in the section marked “Adagio.” The nearly constant articulation markings and
elaborate dynamics suggest an attempt to imitate how a tenor would sing the aria. The
highest note (G at the top of the staff) is climactically emphasized, first by a ritardando
leading to the passage’s only tenuto instruction and subsequently by a fermata and
smorzando on the climactic note. The chromatic ornament in the 4th measure of the oboe
part is the only significant addition to what exists in the original vocal score. Since this
version is so close to the original, close imitation of the following text is suggested, with
adapted parenthetical translation from Italian musicologist Mario Giuseppe Genesi.16 See
page 51 of the appendix for the vocal score.

Fernando (tenor):
Spirto gentil ne' sogni miei
brillasti un dì ma ti perdei:
fuggi dal cor, mentita speme,
larve d'amor, fuggite insieme.
A te d'accanto del genitor scordava
il pianto; la patria, il ciel donna sleal;
e in tanto amore,
segnasti il core d’onta mortal, ahimè!

16

Gentle spirit, in my dreams,
you once shined, but now are lost:
leave my heart, false hope,
you ghosts of love, disappear at once.
around you, I used to forget my sorrow, my
homeland, and heaven, you unfair woman;
and with so much love, you weigh down
my heart from mortal shame, alas!

http://www.recmusic.org/lieder/get_text.html?TextId=21202, accessed March 6, 2015.
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Dolce Zeffiro (Act 1, Scene 3)
Earlier in the course of the opera, Leonora visits Fernando’s monastery and upon
seeing her, his feelings confuse him and he questions his intent to enter the monastic
lifestyle. Upon confessing these feelings to his superior, he is sent away, and he seeks
Leonora out at her lovely residence on the Island of Leon. Leonora’s friend Ines and a
chorus of women greet him in this chorus, which inspired Pasculli’s theme and variations
for this piece. For the oboist’s purposes, it is important to note that the scene is pleasant
and simple. Ines and the chorus of ladies imitate each other in call-and-response and the
spirit is light and playful without much rhythmic fluctuation.
Pasculli’s allegretto tempo matches that of Donizetti, and his con grazia (with
grace) instruction accurately portrays the mood. Rather than imitating the vocalists,
though, the oboe line’s triplets mimic the high winds and strings from the orchestral
accompaniment. The triplets are not present in the vocal parts, so strict imitation of the
sound of the text is not essential. The purpose of the text is limited to understanding the
sweet lightness of the texture and mood. The text also contains multiple verses, but since
matching the interpretation is not required, one need not select verses to imitate.
Pasculli’s più mosso at the end of the statement of the theme departs from Donizetti’s
original. Donizetti’s only tempo alteration is a poco più mosso passage whose orchestral
accompaniment Pasculli imitates that leads into the minor variation with the Molto Largo
in quatro tempo designation. The distress of the accompaniment in this section speaks for
itself. Like the Dolce Zeffiro theme, the accompaniment imitates the orchestra rather than
the singers, so text imitation is not necessary. Verses are marked below, with translations
meant for vocal performance rather than literal translation by Charles Lamb Kenney:

14

Ines (soprano) and Chorus:
Verse 1:
Dolce zeffiro, il seconda
Lieve spira in sulla vela,
Finché il tragga a questa sponda
L'amoroso suo destin.

Gentle breezes hither winding
Gently yon white sails distending,
‘til upon these shores descending
To the lover’s destiny.

Verse 2:
Ed al giunger tuo disvela
Questo suolo a far più grato
Il sospiro profumato
Degli aranci e gelsomin.

From his bark when he hath lighted
Be each sense in turn delighted
Lead him where with perfume freighted
Jessamine and orange blow.

15
CHAPTER 3
Fantasia sull’opera Poliuto di Donizetti

As was the case with La Favorita, Pasculli’s rendition of Poliuto is another lighthearted fantasy on a tragic opera. Based on Pierre Corneille’s play Polyeucte, a five act
tragic drama from 1642, Poliuto tells the story of a group of Armenian Christians being
persecuted and executed by the invading Romans. The opera exists in distinct Italian and
French versions, the French taking the name Les Martyrs. Poliuto, the original Italian
version, was supposed to premiere in 1838, but it was banned because of the explicit
depictions of martyrdom. This disgrace inspired Donizetti to accept a post in Paris, where
he reworked the three act Italian version into a four act French version of the opera,
giving it the French title, Les Martyrs. The French version was not successful, but the
Italian version was eventually premiered in 1848 and was received more favorably.17
Because of Pasculli’s choice of title, the Italian version is the obvious choice as the
primary influence for studying. At this point, this is the only opera Pasculli used which
has no clean edition on the International Music Score Library Project (IMSLP) Petrucci
Music Library, but vocal examples can still be found easily in a hard copy critical edition
like the one assembled by William Ashbrook and Roger Parker. Evelyn Woolston
provided the English translations for every example referenced in this chapter.

Celeste un’aura (Act 2, Scene 2)
In this triumphal scene, a men’s chorus of priests praises Giove (Jupiter), in
defiant contrast to the new Christian religion entering the culture. The scene is set with

17

William Ashbrook. "Poliuto." The New Grove Dictionary of Opera. Grove Music Online. Oxford Music
Online. Oxford University Press, accessed August 12, 2014.
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everyone around a burning sacrificial altar. The music on its own sounds joyful without
knowledge of the translation, but the text shows the intent of these men to kill anyone
baptized as a Christian.
When the oboe first enters, the tune is heavily ornamented, making a direct
imitation of the text impossible. In contrast to the opening maestoso marking, which
matches Donizetti’s original score, the oboe’s theme is marked elegante, which would
not match the mood of a band of persecutors. The oboe part bears so little resemblance to
the choral melody, making the only reason to know the original is to inform the pianist
for their majestic performance of the introduction. Nonetheless, the simple text follows,
proclaiming the power of Jupiter:

Chorus of Priests:
Celeste un’aura pel tempio move!
Al sacrifizio presiede Giove,
Che il, giusto premia, e lempio atterra,
Che può dai cardini sveller la terra,
Le stelle innumeri strappare al ciel!

A sacred breeze moves through the temple
Jupiter presides over the sacrifice,
Who rewards the just and strikes down the
wicked,
Who can pluck the Earth from its axis,
And tears the innumerable stars from the
sky!

La sacrilega parola (Act 2, Scene 2)
This scene depicts a complex love triangle between Paolina, Poliuto, and Severo.
Paolina is married to Poliuto and has had a past relationship with Severo. Severo is trying
to win her back, Poliuto is falsely convinced Severo has already done so, and vows to kill
both Severo and Paolina. Meanwhile, everyone at the aforementioned Temple of Jupiter
is persecuting Christians. Severo tortures Nearco, a Christian friend of Poliuto’s, in an
attempt to extort the identity of an unknown new convert to Christianity, not yet knowing

17
that new Christian is Poliuto. Poliuto confesses his conversion, accepting his fate of
death. In spite of Paolina’s pleas to Severo, Poliuto is sentenced to death. In the following
act, she joins him in martyrdom. This passage and the variation that follows should be
played with suitable intensity, reflecting the narrative.
The largo marking given by Pasculli is only slightly different from Donizetti’s
indication of larghetto, so the greater omission by Pasculli is that Donizetti marks con
orrore at the beginning of the aria, indicating a feeling of horror. Pasculli’s staccato
markings fail to match the gravity of the text. It might be preferable to articulate based on
word separations and consonants found in the original text, but Pasculli complicates the
issue of word choice by including only one performance of the main theme, which takes
place twice in the opera, once by Severo and once by Paolina, with significantly different
words and musical affects. One simple solution is to use Severo’s words as a model until
Pasculli’s measure 82 pianissimo marking and Paolina’s text thereafter, which would
provide the closest possible melodic quotation. Both texts are provided below, including
an indication of where the performer would cut between Severo’s and Paolina’s verses.
The material that immediately follows with sixty fourth note runs and a melodic outline
in the oboe is a repetitive melody sung by various members of the cast simultaneously
with disparate texts, making text imitation impossible. Poliuto’s intial text is provided,
only to reflect the mood of a prayer for mercy. A vocal score is provided in the appendix
on page 54 for Severo’s and Paolina’s portions.
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Severo (baritone)
La sacrilega parola
nel delumbro ancor rimbomba,
ed il giorno non s’invola?
e la folgore non piomba?
Troncherà, si, supplizio infame
di tua vita il negrosta me!
For performance purposes, cut to the
indicated point in Paolina’s text
Perna eterna fra gli estinti,
è serbata iniquo, a te!

The sacrilegious word
still echoes around the temple,
and does the day not steal away?
and does the lightning not strike?
Let terrible torture, yes, cut
the black thread of your life!

Eternal punishment be given to you,
oh wicked man, amongst the dead!

Paolina (soprano):
Qual praghiera al Ciel disciolgo?
Tutti irati son gli Dei!
Nazareno, a te mi volgo;
s’egli è ver che Nume sei,
tu soccori il mio consorte,
Use Paolina’s text below this point starting
in Pasculli’s measure 82
tu lo scampa dalla morte…
e gridar m’udrà la terra,
ch’altro Dio non v’ha per me.

What prayer do I offer to heaven?
The Gods are all angry!
Nazarene, I turn to you,
if it is true that you are a God,
save my husband,

deliver him from death…
and he will hear me proclaim on Earth,
that there is no other God but you for me.

Poliuto (tenor):
Dell’iniqua, del protervo no,
la vista io non sostengo!
Dio, proteggi l’umil servo…
a morir per te qui vengo,
ma gli affetti della terra
sorgon feri a nuova guerra!
Questo ardor che il sen m’infiamma
tutto ardor del Ciel non è!

No, I cannot bear the sight of that traitress,
of that arrogant man!
God, protect your humble servant…
I come to die for you,
but earthly affections
wage a new war!
That ardor which inflames my breast
is not a longing for heaven alone!

Perche di stolto giubilo (Act 1, Scene 1)
On first hearing, this moment at the end of the opera’s first scene seems to be
unabashedly cheerful, and that mood reflects a portion of Paolina’s mixed feelings when
she finds out that her former lover Severo is alive rather than dead. However, she is still
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married to Poliuto, so, as the text indicates, she realizes that she can’t be with Severo.
Either way, the performance should be at least somewhat joyful, imitating a soprano
singing large soaring intervals and impressively light high notes.
In many other compositions by Pasculli, cheerful melodies like this one would
have multiple variations, but Pasculli writes only one variation in this fantasy. The
quotation is mostly loyal, though some of Pasculli’s oboe parts are imitations of the
orchestra in spaces where Paolina is supposed to rest, as in measures 184-185, for
instance. The spirit should remain the same, even without text from the aria to imitate.
The section is transposed up a major third from the original key of F major, as it is much
easier to play a high D on an oboe than it is to sing one. Starting in measure 191, Pasculli
diverts slightly from Donizetti’s original melody, but text patterns are repeated, so
everything below is covered. A vocal score is included in the appendix on page 57.

Paolina (soprano):
Perché di stolto giubilo
mi balzi, o cor, nel petto?
Vive l’amato oggetto,
ma spento egli è per me!
Condanna questi palpiti
il mio dover… la sorte….
il palpito di morte
meglio s’addice a te.

Why does my heart beat
With foolish joy in my breast?
The object of love lives,
But he is dead to me!
Condemned be these heartbeats
By my duty… by fate…
The throb of death
Would suit you better.

D’un’alma troppo fervida (Act 1, Scene 1)
This aria is Poliuto’s prayer, as sung to his Christian friend Nearco, that God not
let his suspicions that Paolina has been be unfaithful be true. His moment of Christian
conversion and his reasonable feeling of paranoia sets the stage for all the
aforementioned plot points. Pasculli marks dolce, which is reasonable considering the
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piety reflected in the aria and Donizetti’s notation of soft dynamics. The prayer is solemn,
but carries a certain amount of anxiety, foreshadowing the drama to follow. Such a prayer
to an abstract God would have been a new experience for Poliuto at the time in the
narrative.
Aside from Pasculli’s transposition of a half step up and the marking of adagio
instead of larghetto, this melody is nearly a strict quotation and should be performed with
attention to the original. One significant difference is the use of tenuto marks under slurs
in measure 295 of Pasculli, which were marked staccato by Donizetti and repeating the
first notes being two sixteenth notes instead of one eighth note. Also, in measure 300,
Pasculli ascends to a high Bb, whereas Donizetti descends to a lower Bb, as in the first
statement. Otherwise, a loyal imitation of the text is advisable, as included in the
appendix on page 59.

Poliuto (tenor):
D’un’alma troppo fervida
tempra buon Dio gli affetti…
tu che lo puoi,
Nel combattuto core
discenda il tuo favore,
né più lo scuota un palpito
che indegno sia di te.

Temper the affections,
God, of a soul too fervent…
You who can do it,
Dispel my horrible suspicions.
In my warring heart, elate me with favor,
Nor let a single beat stir it
That it unworthy of you.
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CHAPTER 4
Fantasia sull’opera Les Huguenots di Meyerbeer

While some of Donizetti’s operas used by Pasculli have a history of being
performed a great deal in both French and Italian, Giacomo Meyerbeer’s grand opera Les
Huguenots is performed overwhelmingly in the original French. While an Italian version
exists, titled Gli Ugonotti, Pasculli’s use of the French title suggests that French text
should be studied. As with many other theatrical, literary, and musical works on the same
subject, this opera depicts the story of Protestant persecution in sixteenth-century France,
leading to the St. Bartholomew massacre of 1572.18 Claude Vidal provided all English
translations for this chapter.

Entr’acte (Act 2)
This reference is drawn entirely from instrumental material in the opera and it is
loyal to the original. The flowing sixteenth note lines that begin the piece are embedded
in the accompaniment of the “O beau pays de la Touraine,” the air that follows
immediately in the opera and is quoted later by Pasculli. Pasculli’s choice to write an
especially long cadenza at the beginning may be because the entr’acte in the opera leads
into a similarly virtuosic flute cadenza. The flute cadenza is not quoted, but Pasculli uses
many of his favorite cadenza idioms, including some material that is identical to his
cadenzas in the La Favorita concerto. In the grand opera tradition, staging is particularly
important.
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Meyerbeer’s score includes a paragraph of description for the actions on stage,
setting up the air, as follows:
“The castle and the gardens of Chenonceaux, three leagues from Amboise. -- The
castle of Chenonceaux is built on a bridge, in perspective. The river meanders in
curves all the way to the center of the theater, disappearing here and there behind
tufts of verdant trees. On the right, a large stone staircase that leads from the
castle to the gardens. -- Marguerite is surrounded by her ladies in waiting; she
just finished her toilet and Urbain, her page, on his knees in front of her, is still
holding her mirror.”

Jeunes beautés sous ce feuillage (Act 2, Scene 3)
As happens often when Pasculli writes a theme for virtuosic variations, it is drawn
from a choral scene in the original. The maids of honor are directed to sing trés
lègèrement et détaché in the Meyerbeer, which Pasculli closely represents with frequent
staccato and a scherzando marking. This reference starts at the pickup to Pasculli’s
measure 40 with the key change to C major and based on the youth and mood of the
chorus, it should be played lightly and simply. The scene itself is not a significant part of
the dramatic plot, rather serving as a divertissement, a long-standing French operatic
tradition featuring dancing and lighter ambience in an otherwise tragic five act opera. The
text is syllabically set and therefore straightforward to imitate and articulate.

Ladies of the court:
Jeunes beautés, sous ce feuillage
Qui vous présente un doux ombrage,
Bravez le jour et la chaleur.
Voyez ce ruisseau qui murmure,
Et dans le sein d'une onde pure
Cherchez le calme et la fraîcheur.

Young beauties, under your foliage
That provides for you a sweet shade,
Brave the day and the heat.
See this brook that whispers,
And in the midst of a pure wave,
Seek calm and cool.

O beau pays de la Touraine (Act 2, Scene 1)
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Following the entr’acte described above, the character Marguerite sings into the
mirror held by Urbain, her page. Her words about the surrounding beauty are a prayer for
people to be positive in the face of unrest. The air begins in a pastoral style and is a
frequently programmed concert selection on its own. Pasculli’s quotation is literal aside
from a key transposition up a minor third, beginning at Pasculli’s adagio in measure 109.
He marks dolce e con espressione, a more descriptive indication than Meyerbeer’s doux,
suggesting. Because the two F’s in Pasculli’s measure 115 are tied in the original
Meyerbeer, the second one should not be rearticulated. The literal quotation ends at the
pickup to measure 118, a point which is noted in italics in the text below. This aria’s
vocal score is included in the appendix on page 62.

Marguerite (soprano):
O beau pays de la Touraine!
Riants jardins, verte fontaine,
Ruisseau qui murmures à peine,
literal transcription stops
Que sur tes bords j'aime à rêver!

O beautiful country of Touraine!
Pleasant gardens, green fountain,
Brook that barely murmurs,
How, on your banks, I love dreaming!

Le danger presse (Act 4, Scene 6)
Valentine, the daughter of the Count, is in love with Raoul, a Huguenot, and
knows from her Catholic father that they are planning to massacre the Huguenots. She is
married to a man named Nevers, so her relationship with Raoul is also extra-marital. This
duo is a risky visit at Valentine’s home since as a Huguenot, Raoul could be considered
trespassing on Catholic property. Valentine declares her love to him and begs him not to
return to his people because of the impending massacre. Pasculli’s markings of andantino
and con anima would not independently convey the gravity of such a meeting, where
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Valentine declares her love for someone whose people are about to be slaughtered while
she’s married to someone within her own ruling class. At the end of the opera, Valentine
becomes a Protestant to marry Raoul and is subsequently killed by her father,
unbeknownst to him. The oboe part loyally follows Raoul’s line, then shifts to
Valentine’s line. In measure 159, the oboe line takes over sixteenth notes from the
original orchestral accompaniment of strings with flute and oboe. Pasculli is also missing
a forte marking found in the Meyerbeer in measure 148 that would also match the one he
did include in measure 156. The text in that measure implies the same, translating, “Let
me go!” Meyerbeer also indicates that Raoul should sing d’une, voix lugubre, so
lugubriousness would suit the character in the Pasculli as well. This duo’s vocal score is
included in the appendix on page 64 for reference.

Raoul (tenor):
Le danger presse, et le temps vole,
Laisse-moi, laisse-moi partir!
Ce sont mes frères qu'on immole
Laisse-moi, laisse-moi partir!
L'honneur le veut, je dois te fuir.

The danger is pressing, and time is flying,
Let me, let me go!
These are my brothers who are slaughtered.
Let me, let me go!
Honor requires it, I must flee you.

Valentine (soprano):
Si tu me quittes l'on t'immole.
Garde-toi, garde-toi de fuir,
O mon seul bien, ma seule idole!
Garde-toi! garde-toi de fuir.

If you leave me, you will be sacrificed.
Beware, beware of fleeing.
O my only possession, my only idol!
Beware, beware of fleeing.
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CHAPTER 5
Concerto per Oboe sul Trovatore

Pasculli’s works inspired by Giuseppe Verdi’s Il Trovatore and La Traviata are
not yet commercially available in the United States. They have been edited by Wolfgang
Renz in Augsburg and recorded by oboist Christoph Hartmann of the Berlin
Philharmonic. The recording has not been released in the United States. Renz has kindly
furnished a copy of the score for this analysis. It is surprising that two of the most
recognizable operas Pasculli paraphrased are among the last to be published.
Interestingly, the four Verdi operas used by Pasculli for his oboe works (Rigoletto, Il
Trovatore, La Traviata, and I Vespri Siciliani) were all written consecutively by Verdi
from 1851 through 1855. The opera Un Ballo in Maschera was written later, in 1859, but
Pasculli’s two settings of it are scored for English horn. Because of their lasting
familiarity, all of the Verdi-inspired oboe works may be the most compelling examples
where the original text and context are recognizably important in performance. This
particular work also has an improvised cadenza in measure 90, marked a piacere for the
performer’s discretion, the only such instance in any works examined in this document.

Tacea la notte placida (Act 1, Scene 2)
Manrico, the troubadour, competes for the affections of Leonora with the Count di
Luna. By the end of this first act, the jealous Count has challenged Manrico to a duel. In
this aria, Leonora confesses the fact that she favors Manrico to Ines, her close friend. It is
in stark contrast to the violence elsewhere in the plot between the two rival suitors and
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between the nobility and the Gypsies. Leonora uses this aria to tenderly describe her
affection for Manrico and his power to impact someone’s feelings with serenading song.
Pasculli opens his piece with melodic teaser references to the quotes and
paraphrases he will use later in the work. Though this literal quotation does not begin
until measure 54 at the 6/8 time signature indication, he includes an abbreviated version
in 4/4 at the pickup to measure 48 as introductory material. To avoid registration that is
too low on the oboe, Pasculli transposes the key up a major third from Verdi’s original.
Pasculli’s dolce marking is found in the original and Pasculli’s adagio indicates a slightly
slower tempo than Verdi’s andante, but the Verdi should be examined for rhythmic
instructions. An example is found in the pair of animando un poco markings that would
apply to the pickup to measures 68 and 72, a con espansione for measure 71, and an
added fermata for both dotted quarter notes in measure 70. Pasculli’s rhythm is otherwise
so loyally quoted that it is reasonable to use everything Verdi wrote. The original aria has
two stanzas, but Pasculli only quotes the first stanza, so only that verse is included below,
although the unquoted second verse is a more exuberant expression of affection. A vocal
score is included on page 66 of the appendix.

Leonora (soprano):
Tacea la notte placida
e bella in ciel sereno;
la luna il viso argenteo
mostrava lieto e pieno!
Quando suonar per l'aere,
infino allor sì muto,
dolci s'udiro e flebili
gli accordi d'un liuto,
e versi melanconici
un trovator cantò.

The serene night was silent and,
Lovely in the calm sky,
The moon happily revealed
Its silvery and full face!
When, resounding in the air
Which till then had been so quiet,
Sweet and sad were heard
The sounds of a lute,
And a troubadour sang
Some melancholy verses.
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Di tale amor (Act 1, Scene 2)
This example comes from the same scene as the previous selection. In it, Leonora
exuberantly confesses that she would die for her love, Manrico. Verdi’s brilliant
coloratura includes trills and a sixteenth note scale that covers more than two octaves in
the original and Pasculli compresses this slightly to suit for the oboe’s range. Verdi
includes a marking of brillante, but given the articulation and character of the melody, it
would be challenging to play this segment without the requested brilliance. Pasculli adds
numerous slurs in the dotted figures for ease, whereas Verdi has new text on many of the
notes. Rearticulating each note can sound awkward on the oboe, so it would be better to
prioritize the brilliant character over strictly imitating of the sound of the original text.

Leonora (soprano):
Di tale amor che dirsi mal può dalla parola,
d'amor che intendo io sola, il cor s'inebriò.
Il mio destino compiersi non può che a lui
d'appresso.
S'io non vivrò per esso, per esso morirò.

With such love that words can scarcely tell,
Of a love that only I know, my heart is
intoxicated.
My fate can be fulfilled only at his side.
If I can’t live for him, then for him I’ll die.

Stride la vampa (Act 2, Scene 1)
The character Azucena is the daughter of a gypsy who was burned by the Count’s
father for allegedly practicing witchcraft and raised Manrico as her son. She had
originally stolen Manrico as an infant and he was the Count’s younger brother. She had
intended to kill Manrico to avenge her mother’s death, but decided to raise him as her
own child. In an attempt to win Leonora, the Count imprisons Azucena and Manrico.
Leonora honors her vow to die for Manrico by poisoning herself. Manrico is executed
and Azucena informs the Count that Manrico was his younger brother. Azucena’s
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character is understandably angry throughout the opera. This theme follows the legendary
“Anvil” Chorus and depicts Azucena’s sustained rage decades after her mother’s
execution. A stereotypical treatment of gypsy folk music in the nineteenth century can be
found in the music of Azucena, such as over-dotting and favoring a raw, pesante
expressiveness over a refined thematic treatment.
As with other Pasculli selections, this is also a direct quote. It is transposed up a
perfect fourth from the original key and the allegretto tempo marking is included in both
versions. Because there are so many repeated notes, this is an ideal candidate for using
text sound imitation to not break up the words and to infuse variety in the sound with
different consonant articulations. Such a simple tune could easily become monotonous.
Pasculli’s con dolore (with pain) instruction is his own, but certainly seems valid, given
the meaning of the original text. Only the first stanza is included here, as before, and the
second stanza is a similar elaboration that Pasculli does not include. Refer to the vocal
score on page 67 of the appendix for precise placement of text.

Azucena (mezzo-soprano):
Stride la vampa!
La folla indomita corre a quel foco
lieta in sembianza!
Urli di gioia intorno echeggiano:
cinta di sgherri donna s'avanza!
Sinistra splende sui volti orribili
la tetra fiamma che s'alza, che s'alza al ciel!

The flame crackles!
The unrestrained mob runs to that fire,
Their faces all happy!
Shouts of joy re-echo around;
Surrounded by killers, a woman advances!
Sinister, shining on the horrible faces,
The ghastly flame rises towards heaven!
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CHAPTER 6
Gran Concerto su temi dall’opera I Vespri Siciliani di Verdi

If Pasculli had not explicitly used the Italian name I Vespri Siciliani in his title, it
would be easy to justify using Verdi’s original French title, Les Vêpres siciliennes.
Though it was written in the Grand Opera tradition for a Parisian audience, most of its
performance history has been in its later Italian version. Even given that convenience, it
is performed only sparsely due to the difficulty of staging a costly Grand Opera with less
popular appeal than Verdi’s Italian operas of the same era.19 There are still recordings
available, and since Pasculli’s Gran Concerto is one of his most frequently performed
solo pieces, this opera is one of the most attention-worthy. Pasculli may have taken
special care when composing this piece since the opera is set in Palermo, his home town,
though it was based on historical events from 1282 rather than the present day. The
English translations of the libretto are mine.

Ah, parli a un core (Act 4, Scene 2)
The characters Arrigo and Elena meet as prisoners and hostages of the occupying
French governor, Monforte, and bond over their shared hatred of him. Arrigo is
Monforte’s biological son, conceived when Monforte raped his mother. This fact is
revealed to Arrigo in the third act, when Elena attempts to assassinate Monforte and
Arrigo intervenes, leaving her mystified. Arrigo reveals the truth to her and begs for her
forgiveness. She responds in this aria, promising that forgiveness. Pasculli may have been
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tempted to use it because Verdi’s original aria is introduced with a plaintive oboe solo
before the vocal entrance.
As with several of the other examples, only one stanza is quoted by Pasculli,
starting at rehearsal C in Omar Zoboli’s edition. Pasculli takes liberties and adds dotted
rhythms and decorated sixteenth note ornaments as in the second and fourth measures of
the passage. This discrepancy seems intentional, so a literal text imitation is not possible.
Pasculli’s choice of an adagio tempo instead of keeping Verdi’s andante tempo happens
throughout, and is likely his way of giving the performer license to play as slowly as
necessary to negotiate these ornaments gracefully. As with any composition, one should
consider harmony in a musical interpretation. In this case, the key change to the parallel
major, which corresponds to brighter text as Elena’s love for Arrigo overcomes her other
emotions. This moment is noted in italics between lines of text.

Elena (soprano):
Ah! Parli a un core già pronto al perdonare;
Il mio più gran dolore era doverti odiare!
Key change to parallel major
Un'aura di contento or calma il mio martîr
Io t'amo!
e quest'accento fa lieto il mio morir!

Ah! My heart is ready to forgive;
My greatest pain was to hate!
A happy aura calms us, my martyr.
I love you!
And for that, I would gladly die for you!

Del piacer s’avanza l’ora (Act 2, Scene 8)
This scene depicts contrasting groups: a chorus of French men and Sicilian
women sing a pleasant, light song in the distance while in the foreground, a group of
Sicilians plots to assassinate Monforte. The act concludes with both groups singing
simultaneously about those entirely different experiences.
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The stage direction for this scene is described in great detail in the original score,
as follows:
“In the midst of the tumultuous cries that rise, a pretty and cheerful music is
heard. The Sicilians run on the shore of the sea advancing and they see a
beautifully adorned boat that runs along the shore. Vaudemont, the French
official, French men, and Sicilian noble ladies elegantly dressed, sit in it. The
boatmen wear rich liveries. Ladies lay on soft pillows, some holding hands and
plucking guitars, etc.”

As in other examples where Pasculli quotes a chorus, the oboist should not
exercise as much rhythmic flexibility as one would in a solo aria. Any attempt to imitate
an extreme contrast between the happy people on the boat and the outraged victims on
the shore would be an unreasonable stretch. A satirically joyful character should suffice
in the absence of the other characters from the original scene. Pasculli’s sforzandi are not
found in Verdi’s original, and they happen often enough to suggest that this is not an
attempt at imitating the original source. That being said, here is the text of the passage at
rehearsal G that provides the theme:

The Chorus on the Water:
Del piacer s'avanza l'ora!
Colle Grazie del tuo cielo,
Dio d'amor, descendi!
Ancora a far lieti i nostri dì!
Gaia in viso e senza velo,
qua' la vaga Citerea,
Vieni a me, verace dea,
fresco è il vento e imbruna il dì!

Pleasure comes forth!
Thanks from heaven,
God of love comes down
Again to make our day!
Gaia in the flesh,
With the vague Citerea,
Comes to me, true goddess,
While the wind is fresh and the day
darkens.

Un sol tuo sguardo, Act 5, Scene 4
Near the end of the opera, Arrigo, Monforte, and Elena have a musically
complicated scene together. Monforte marries Arrigo and Elena and the Sicilians rise up
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against the invading French, concluding the opera. This particular moment in the scene
finds Arrigo telling Elena why he won’t leave her despite any danger they face together,
as a result of the uprising and Arrigo’s connection to Monforte.
Pasculli’s version has notable differences from Verdi’s original. The interruptions
from the other members of the trio are no longer present. Instead, the accompaniment
includes a singular quotation of the choral theme mentioned in the previous section,
which is not found in Verdi’s original. Pasculli sets his version in 6/8 meter, whereas
Verdi’s is in 12/8 meter, a difference which would be inaudible to the audience but
indicates hastiness on Pasculli’s part. Pasculli marks dolce at the beginning only, which
seems incongruous with the dramatic scene, given Arrigo’s level of desperation.. He
repeats the theme transposed a major third higher, which also does not take place in the
original. If anything can be gleaned from the text that applies to the oboe part, it would be
the fact that the repeated E in the seventh measure of the adagio should be rearticulated
because that pair of notes is written with the word “tanto” in the vocal part, demanding
some clear articulation rather than a tie. Pasculli’s markings indicate that the transposed
version, marked con molto espressione, demands a greater sense of urgency, which
would override any reference to Verdi’s dramatic context. For text imitation purposes, the
original vocal score is in the appendix on page 69.

Arrigo (tenor):
Un sol tuo sguardo, un solo accento
Salvar mi ponno da tanto orror!
Ah! parla, ah! cedi - al mio tormento.
Pietà, pietade del mio dolor!

Only your look, only your voice
Can save me from these horrors!
Ah! Speak, ah! Surrender to my torment,
Pity, pity my pain!
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CHAPTER 7
Rimembranze del Rigoletto

While it may have been common practice to paraphrase or quote music from
popular operas, half of Pasculli’s Rimembranze del Rigoletto is a literal copy of a work
for oboe and piano by Giovanni Daelli (ca. 1800-1860) that was first published by
Ricordi in 1855.20 Rigoletto premiered in 1851 and Daelli died in 1860, so the publication
date must be close to the date of composition. Daelli’s manuscript was undated as was
Pasculli’s, and since Pasculli would have been only thirteen years old at the time of
Daelli’s published version, it seems highly unlikely that Pasculli’s version came first. The
introduction and cadenzas are slightly different, but the first half of both pieces is
otherwise an identical set of theme and variations on the aria “Caro nome che il mio cor.”
Pasculli’s theme and variations on “Bella figlia dell’amore” is original, but the
compositional fluidity is noticeably weaker. Caldini suggests that this work is partially
plagiarized, immature composition, and likely may have been one of Pasculli’s earlier
attempts at this type of composition.21 Daelli is even less well known among musicians
than Pasculli at this time. However, his version is performed and recorded far more often
in recent times.
In spite of its obvious shortcomings, the themes quoted in this work are familiar
to the typical audience member today, so it is an effective demonstration of how
Pasculli’s audiences would have heard all of his fantasies on familiar themes. Verdi’s
opera Rigoletto is one of the most commonly performed and beloved operas to this day.
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Breitkopf and Härtel/Musica Rara, 2003), preface.
21
Ibid
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The plot, based on Victor Hugo’s play Le roi s’amuse, was criticized by censors, but
Verdi fought to remain true to his vision of the powerful Duke to be truly powerful and to
have Rigoletto (a translation from the French “Triboulet”) remain a hunchback.22 Since
both arias used by Pasculli are direct quotations of standard, well-known arias, strict
adherence to the original is recommended.

Caro nome del mio cor (Act 1)
Rigoletto’s daughter, Gilda, naïvely falls in love with Rigoletto’s boss, the Duke,
not knowing that he is the Duke. The Duke successfully disguised himself as Gualtier
Maldè, a simple, poor student. The final line in the aria about her “last breath of life”
foretells her suicide at the end of the opera. The aria is sweet in nature, befitting the text.
There is a fair amount of virtuosic coloratura, large leaps, and it is high in range for a
soprano. A similar range and technical prowess on the oboe is less of a commodity, but in
an effort to imitate a singer’s performance, notes above the top of the staff could be
highlighted. Pasculli writes larghetto while Verdi had written allegro moderato, but that
could reflect mood rather than speed. The score is included in the appendix on page 70
and text imitation is recommended for this familiar aria.

Gilda (soprano):
Caro nome che il mio cor
festi primo palpitar,
le delizie dell’amor
mi dêi sempre rammentar!
Col pensier il mio desir
a te sempre volerà,
e fin l’ultimo mio sospir,
caro nome, tuo sarà.
22

Beloved name, the first to move
The pulse of love within my heart,
Thou shalt remind me ever
Of the delights of love.
In my thoughts, my desire
Will always fly to thee,
And my last breath of life shall be,
Beloved name, of thee.

Roger Parker. "Rigoletto." The New Grove Dictionary of Opera. Grove Music Online. Oxford Music
Online. Oxford University Press, accessed November 26, 2014.
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Bella figlia dell’amore (Act 3, Scene 1)
To show Gilda that the Duke is not the man she thinks he is, Rigoletto takes her to
eavesdrop on the Duke as he serenades Maddalena, the sister of Sparafucile, the assassin
Rigoletto had paid to kill the Duke. Gilda witnesses him singing this song to another
woman. Heartbroken as she is, she still eventually sacrifices herself to save the Duke’s
life. Given the seductive nature of this aria, it should be performed with a comical
amount of machismo. Pasculli’s andante matches Verdi’s marking, but Pasculli only
includes varying degrees of pianissimo and pianississimo, which doesn’t the following
outpouring of affection. See page 73 of the appendix for the vocal score.

Duca (tenor):
Bella figlia dell’amore,
schiavo son dei vezzi tuoi;
con un detto sol tu puoi
le mie pene consolar.
Vieni e senti del mio core
il frequente palpitar.

Fairest daughter of love
I am a slave to your charms;
With but a single would you could
Relieve all of every pain.
Come, touch my breast and feel
How quickly my heart is racing.
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CHAPTER 8
Simpatici Ricordi della Traviata fantasticati per Oboe

While the melodies from Verdi’s La Traviata might be as recognizable as any that
Pasculli quoted, this fantasy leans more toward vague paraphrases rather than exact
quotations. The accompaniments are often a gentle tremolo in a way that creates a
nostalgic ambience, which fits the title of “Simpatici Ricordi” (nice memories) rather
than a generic formal title like “Concerto” or “Fantasia.” Pasculli cleverly includes two
themes sounding simultaneously near the end of the piece as the oboe quotes the A
quell’amor refrain while the top line of the accompaniment includes the famous Libiamo
theme. As with his Trovatore Concerto, this piece is not yet available in print or
recording in the United States.

A quell’amor (a refrain that takes place often throughout the opera)
This refrain repeats in each act of the opera as a symbol of Alfredo’s love for
Violetta. In Act One, it represents his pure affection, in Act Two, it symbolizes the
heartache of their breakup, and in Act Three, it signifies their reunion before she dies.
While Pasculli’s accompaniment does not resemble Verdi’s, the oboe soloist should note
where the text separates, which dictates a breathing plan. An oboist should also create a
color change on the word misterioso over the repeated Db’s. The printed part has a
limited number of dynamic swells and the instruction of dolce, which is insufficient to
capture the exuberance of the text.
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Alfredo (tenor):
A quell'amor ch'è palpito
dell'universo intero,
misterioso, altero,
croce e delizia al cor!

Of love, which is the very breath
Of the universe itself,
Mysterious and noble,
Both cross and ecstasy of the heart!

Dite alla giovine (Act 2, Scene 5)
This excerpt is the most loyally quoted by Pasculli and also the most easily
misunderstood without knowledge of its context. Pasculli provides an andante tempo
marking and some dynamics, with only a con slancio (with momentum) at the stanza’s
forte climax on a high Bb to indicate any expression. Considering the melodic content
alone, this passage seems tranquil, but in the opera, Violetta is promising to leave her
beloved Alfredo because Alfredo’s father has pleaded with her to do so, reasoning that
Violetta’s relationship with Alfredo is so scandalous that it jeopardizes Alfredo’s sister’s
wedding. Violetta promises to leave Alfredo, knowing that she is sick and will die alone
without her beloved. The color should change immediately when Violetta shifts from
describing Alfredo’s sister to his father as the father’s lovely daughter to discussing her
own sacrifice. Reading the translation of the text suggests an alternation of a pleasant line
with a line of angst to perform accordingly. A vocal score is printed in the appendix on
page 74.

Violetta (soprano):
Ah! dite alla giovine sì bella e pura
ch'avvi una vittima della sventura,
cui resta un unico raggio di bene
che a lei il sacrifica e che morrà!

Oh, tell your daughter, so lovely and pure,
That a poor and wretched woman
Who has but one precious thing in life
Will sacrifice it for her – and then will die!
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Libiamo, ne’ lieti calici (Act 1, Scene 2)
While this may be the most recognizable quote in any of Pasculli’s pieces to a
contemporary listener, the use of this theme is completely incongruous from the original
context. Originally composed by Verdi as a jolly toast sung by Alfredo, followed by a
verse sung by Violetta and the chorus, Pasculli indicates a tempo of con mistero with a
marking of pianissimo legatissimo. Since the original is so easily heard in recordings, this
is so far from the original that it could be classified as satire and ought to be treated as
such. Nonetheless, examination of the text of at least one verse can heighten one’s
appreciation for the degree of incongruity this paraphrased version presents.

Alfredo (tenor):
Libiamo, ne' lieti calici
che la bellezza infiora,
e la fuggevol ora
s'inebrii a voluttà.
Libiam ne' dolci fremiti
che suscita l'amore,
poiché quell'occhio al core onnipotente va.
Libiamo amore,
amor fra i calici più caldi baci avrà.

Drink from the joyful glass
Resplendent with beauty.
Drink to the spirit of pleasure
Which enchants the fleeting moment.
Drink to the thrilling sweetness
Brought to us by love,
For these fair eyes,
Irresistibily pierce us to the heart.
Drink, for wine will warm the kisses of
love.
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CHAPTER 9
Amelia – Un pensiero del Ballo in Maschera

Verdi’s Un Ballo in Maschera has the distinction of being the only opera that
Pasculli used for two separate works, both of which feature the English horn. Christian
Schneider’s editions of these pieces for Universal and Hofmeister include more thorough
prefaces than most editions and provide information and commentary on the source
material. Still, more insights can be gained from a broader examination of the characters.
Thankfully, Schneider directs the performer in the right direction as a place to start this
examination. In this case, as the title indicates, all of the material used by Pasculli comes
from arias for the character Amelia, a soprano who is in love with the Earl Riccardo and
married to his secretary, Renato. English horn is featured prominently in the original
material in the opera, a frequently used instrument representing a woman in despair.23
The role of the English horn is often reversed in Pasculli’s music, with the English horn
performing the vocal line and the piano performing the original English horn line.

Ma dall’arido stelo divulsa (Act 2, Scene 1)
As Christian Schneider notes, the majority of the material used can be found at
the beginning of the Second Act. The piano introduction is taken verbatim from the
beginning of the orchestral prelude. The flute solo in the prelude is quoted briefly in
measures 68-84. This material is a reminiscence of a line Amelia sings in Act One and
will be examined below.

23

Roger Parker. "Ballo in maschera, Un." The New Grove Dictionary of Opera. Grove Music
Online.Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed December 16, 2014,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.proxy.its.virginia.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/O900413.
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In Pasculli, the English horn introduction to Amelia’s aria at the andante is a
direct quote up to the a tempo. Some of the original English horn line thereafter is
omitted from the piano accompaniment as the English horn switches to the original vocal
line, but the passage is slow enough that it is feasible to add those notes to the piano part.
The dynamics and expressive markings are uncharacteristically accurate and loyal to the
original, which suggests the importance of strict attention to Verdi’s version.
In this scene of the opera, Amelia finds herself in a dangerous area outside the
town where executions normally take place. She is seeking an herb that the fortune-teller
Ulrico claimed might cure her of her tortured extramarital attraction to Riccardo. In
addition to capturing the emptiness and haunted atmosphere suggested by the plot, simply
following the indicated fermata and Pasculli’s con dolore (with pain) marking go a long
way toward achieving the necessary variety and imitation of a singer’s rhythmic
stretching during climactic moments. The degree of difficulty in playing a high D and Eb
should easily match the dedication a singer needs to reach their highest notes without
additional strain and the natural melancholy found in the English horn’s timbre will
accomplish some of the work towards implementing the proper mood. See the vocal
score included in the appendix on page 75 for text placement.

Amelia (soprano):
Ma dall’arido stelo divulsa
Come avrò di mia mano quell’erba,
E che dentro la mente convulsa
Quell’eterea sembianza morrà,
Che ti resta, perduto l’amor –
Che ti resta, mio povero cor!

When I have plucked the herb
With my own hand, from its arid stem,
When my troubled mind
That dear image will have been effaced.
What is left,
Once love is dead?
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Consentimi, o signore (Act 1, Scene 2)
While the flute solo in the Prelude to Act Two quotes this tune, as mentioned
before, it also appears in the Terzetto from Act One. In that scene, Ulrico and Riccardo
are sending Amelia on the quest to free herself from her feelings with the mysterious
herb. While their tone is encouraging, hers is pleading for the strength to confront the
danger. Since Pasculli’s version has a static accompaniment that more closely matches
the Prelude, there is some license to ignore strict imitation of the vocal version, but
knowing the subject matter could inspire a general mood of urgent prayer.

Amelia (soprano):
Consentimi, o Signore,
Virtù ch’io lavi ‘I core,
E l’infiammato palpito
Nel petto mio sospir.

Grant me, O Lord,
Strength to purify my heart,
To quiet the fiery tumult
Within my breast.
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CHAPTER 10
Fantasie due sopra motivi dell’opera Un Ballo in Maschera di Verdi

This fantasy on Un Ballo in Maschera is roughly twice as long as the first fantasy
by Pasculli from the previous chapter and much denser with material from the original
opera. It is also available in a fully orchestrated version, with frequent quotations of
instrumental sections of the opera, whereas the Amelia fantasy was only written with
piano accompaniment. Christian Schneider’s preface in the Hofmeister edition references
more sections of the opera than are necessary for performance. Some of the references
are passages from the opera’s accompaniment that don’t benefit greatly from
consideration of context. The beginning of the fantasy includes a direct quotation of the
opera’s overture, but this fact does not do much to inform the performer’s practice. Since
Schneider has already found that reference and others, it would be more helpful to
examine the vocal references in greater depth than the quotes of instrumental portions of
the original opera.

La rivedrà nell’estasi (Act 1, Scene 1)
This quotation is literal, including the expressive marking of cantabile. The theme
is introduced before Pasculli’s marking of allegro moderato in measure 25, but not in its
complete form. A marking of Dolcissimo can be added to both measures that contain
sixteenth notes. In the aria, Riccardo is singing amorously about Amelia, upon reading
that she will be among those attending his masked ball. His love for her is particularly
scandalous because she is married to his secretary, Renato.
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The large ascending leap of a perfect fifth followed by a chromatic descent
becomes a leitmotif for love throughout the opera.24 In addition to honoring the basic
sensibilities about leading tones in chromaticism and stretching large intervals, marking
words in the score introduces articulation variety following the varying consonant sounds
in the text. Without articulations on “O dolce notte” in measure 34, for instance, the
entire passage could easily become bland when it should sparkle with mischievous
passion. See the vocal score on page 77 of the appendix for placement.

Riccardo (tenor):
La rivedrà nell’estasi
Raggiante di pallore,
E qui sonar d’amore
La sua parola udrà, sonar d’amore.
O dolce notte, scendere
Tu puoi gemmata a festa:
Ah, ma la mia stella è questa,
Che il ciel non ha! quest’è mia stella!

When I see her, pale and radiant,
My soul will be in ecstasy,
And as I listen to her voice,
It will seem to speak of love.
The sweet night comes down,
Fair with its starry gems;
Ah, but she is my only star,
A star the heavens cannot boast!

Morrò, ma prima in grazia (Act 3, Scene 1)
Until the final cadenza, which Pasculli crafts to be idiomatically suited to the
English horn, this aria is also transcribed literally and completely. In addition to text and
score study, listening to a singer’s performance is important. It is marked andante and
most singers take great rhythmic liberties to the point where it would be stylistically
inappropriate to perform this entire section metronomically. The breaths a singer takes
may seem counterintuitive to an instrumentalist that is not familiar with the text. This aria
is the longest complete quote in Pasculli’s literature, so it deserves a great degree of
detailed attention.
24

Ibid.
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At measure 56 in Pasculli’s piece, the piano is playing a line originally written for
a somber solo cello. Furious Renato has told Amelia that she will die as punishment for
her unfaithfulness, and she sings this aria to him, begging him to allow her to see her son
one last time before she is put to death. See the vocal score in the appendix on page 79
for exact text implementation.

Amelia (soprano):
Morrò, ma prima in grazia,
Deh! mi consenti almeno
L’unico figlio mio
Avvincere al mio seno,
E se alla moglie nieghi
Quest’ultimo favor,
Non rifiutarlo ai prieghi
Del mio materno cor.
Morrò – ma queste viscere
Consolino i suoi baci,
Or che l’estrema è giunta
Dell’ore mie fugaci.
Spenta per man del padre,
La man ei stenderà
Sugli occhi d’una madre
Che mai più non vedrà!

I shall die, but first, in kindness,
Ah! Let me at least
Clasp my old child
To my breast.
And if to your wife
You deny this last favor,
Do not refuse the prayer
Of a mother’s heart.
I shall die
But let his kisses console this body,
Now that the end has come
To my brief life.
Once she is dead by his father’s hand,
Let him touch with his hand
These eyes of a mother
Who will never see again!

Oh, qual soave brivido (Act 2, Scene 2)
This exuberant scene depicts Riccardo and Amelia exuberantly confessing their
forbidden love for each other, marked fuori di sé (exultantly) in the original. In a loosely
portrayed role reversal, Pasculli’s English horn line is a set of perpetual triplets similar to
the harp accompaniment Verdi wrote and the piano outlines the theme that Riccardo and
Amelia sing. Since the English horn is playing triplets rather than the vocal line, only the
mood needs to be captured. The text can help understand the magnitude of the mood, but
there is no need for pure imitation.
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Riccardo (tenor):
Oh, qual soave brivido
l’acceso petto irrora!
Ah, ch’io t’ascolti ancora
rispondermi così!
Astro di queste tenebre
a cui consacro il core:
Irradiami d’amore
e più non sorga il dì!

Oh, how sweet the thrill
Which fills my heart!
Ah, let me hear you speak
Those words again!
Star of this darkness,
To whom I dedicate my heart:
Shine your love light on me,
Then day need never come again!

Amelia (soprano):
Ahi, sul funereo letto
ov’io sognava spegnerlo,
Gigante torna in petto
l’amor che mi ferì!
Ché non m’è dato in seno
a lui versar quest’anima?
O nella morte almeno
addormentarmi qui?

Ah, on this melancholy bed,
Where I yearned to quench it,
This love returns, more overpowering
This love that wounded me!
Why is it not granted
To pour out my soul to him?
Or, if not, at least to sleep forever here,
In death?
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CHAPTER 11
Omaggio a Bellini
This is the only solo work of Pasculli’s to feature harp accompaniment and the
only work whose references are drawn from two separate operas. It is also the only work
that includes an entire passage of an extended quotation that Bellini wrote for English
horn without vocal interruption. The harp part is also suited for the piano, which may be
used as a substitute. The choice of harp includes a great deal of idiomatic harp arpeggios
and provides a greater role for the harpist than one hears in other Pasculli
accompaniments for piano. Vincenzo Bellini was a native of Catania, Sicily, and most
likely an especially meaningful influence on Pasculli, also a native Sicilian.

Il Pirata (Introduction to Act 2, Scene 4)
The character Imogene is delirious, confronting the reality that her former lover,
Gualtiero the pirate, has killed her husband, Ernesto, the man in charge of thwarting
pirates. The rhapsodic English horn solo accompanies specific stage instructions for the
hallucinations she is having of saving her son from assassins. Gualtiero is about to be
executed, so Imogene will have lost both her son as well as her former lover. As in so
many other operas, she was faithful to Ernesto, but Ernesto caught her in a final embrace
with Gualtiero before he fled, leading to their duel and Ernesto’s demise.
Given the level of specificity in the stage directions, Pasculli’s con passione
marking seems insufficient for the full context. The choice of major and minor keys
consistently matches the mood, so sensitivity to harmony is very important in portraying
the drama. Still, it would be useful to mark the following plot points into the solo part for
dramatic effect (translations by author):
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Measure 16: Imogene arrives, holding her son by the hand. She is delirious. She enters slowly,
looking around, bewildered.
Measure 18: She cries. The ladies are standing by, watching and crying.
Measure 20: They are looking for something in the space.
Measure 22: Signs of content (written in the relative major, Ab major, of the F minor home key).
Measure 24: She falls back in pain.
Measure 26: She moves down the stage, staggering, and leaves the child. The others try to
comfort her crying, but she hears none of it.

La Sonnambula, D’un pensiero e d’un accento (Act 1, Scene 2)
La Sonnambula (the sleepwalker) is Amina, and she was found sleeping at the
Count’s home, having no recollection of having walked there. Her fiancé, Elvino is
furious and sees her present at the Count’s home as proof of her infidelity. The melodic
contour of this dialogue could be mistaken for a positive exchange, especially when
played plaintively by an English horn and harp, but in reality it reflects an argument.
Christoph Hartmann’s edition includes options for the harp interrupting more and less
often. In the original opera, the melody is sometimes sung alone and later it is interwoven
with choral interruptions while Amina and Elvino plead with each other competitively.
Since this is a short excerpt from that exchange, it is difficult to say how far into the
scene it is meant to represent. Given that fact, exact word imitation is not recommended,
but the mood could be informed by the argumentative nature so that the affect is not
inappropriately tranquil. Given the amount of repetitions in the original, this theme would
likely remain familiar to the audience.

Amina (soprano):
D'un pensiero e d'un accento
Rea non son, né il fui giammai.
Ah! se fede in me non hai,
Mal rispondi a tanto amor.

Thoughtfully and expressively,
I truly never thought of another.
If you have such doubt in me,
Leave my heart to ache alone.
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Elvino (tenor):
Voglia il cielo che il duol ch'io sento
Tu provar non debba mai!
Ah! tel mostri s'io t'amai
Questo pianto del mio cor.

All of this sorrow and pain I feel…
Don’t ever test me!
I feel anguish from loving you,
This cry of my heart.
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Chapter 12
Conclusion

An oboist can easily become preoccupied with the technical demands of
Pasculli’s virtuosic variations and miss the opportunity to move an audience with
authentically inspired character variety. Since each Pasculli solo work contains multiple
references with contrasting moods and characters, this knowledge has the power to instill
a performance with artistic variety. Pasculli’s music varies in quality from the seemingly
stolen Rimembranze del Rigoletto to the cleverly assembled and widely performed
Concerto sopra motivi dell’opera La Favorita di Donizetti. Just as not all of his music
has equal artistic merit, some of the analytical techniques used in this volume have a
stronger impact on performance than others.
Information on plot context makes the most noticeable difference to the audience.
In addition to the moods being expressed clearly in live performance, these details make
informative and enjoyable spoken and written program notes. The process of studying
Pasculli’s operatic influences closely should motivate an oboist to portray all the
characters referenced. The markings he left in his editions were for his own use and
therefore assume his level of familiarity with the original source material. He probably
knew whether an aria had a sweet innocence or if it was an outpouring of grief over lost
love.
Close examination of the text itself has a spectrum of value. Some words like
‘mysterious,’ ‘rumbles,’ or ‘kill’ demand colorful emphasis. Imitating the sound of Italian
or French words provides an authentic measure that is most important when, in the
judgment of the oboist, the audience is likely to be familiar with the original aria. Such
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imitation is never harmful and can be easily implemented with the appendix that follows,
but if an audience member has no familiarity with the operatic material, correcting
articulations to match language would not be noticed. Today’s concertgoer is more likely
to have heard La Traviata than they are to have heard Poliuto, for instance, so the more
popular the opera, the more essential it is to imitate the exact sound of the text.
In addition to this treatment of Pasculli’s references, oboists should take every
opportunity to study and perform songs and arias in their original form. The challenge of
portraying a mood and cultivating the articulation variety necessary to imitate text will
pay dividends, even in instrumental music without text. Baroque music explicitly
demands varied articulation and clear affect. In music from any era, if the performer has
no evocative imagination, the audience will experience a bland performance. Just as an
opera singer is judged on their ability to act along with the quality of their voice,
instrumentalists should aspire to meet the same artistic goals.
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APPENDIX A
Vocal Score Examples
Gaetano Donizetti: La Favorita, “Spirto gentil”25

25

Gaetano Donizetti, Alphonse Royer, Gustave Vaëz, and Eugène Scribe. La favorite: opera in four acts
with Italian text. (Boca Raton, Well-Tempered Press, 1998), 323-325.
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Gaetano Donizetti: Poliuto, “La sacrilega parola”26

26

Gaetano Donizetti, Salvatore Cammarano, William Ashbrook, Roger Parker, and Pierre
Corneille. Poliuto: tragedia lirica in tre atti di Salvadore Cammarano. (Milano, Ricordi, 2001), 135-137.
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56

57
Gaetano Donizetti: Poliuto, “Perche di stolto giubilo”27

27

Ibid, 37-39.
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Gaetano Donizetti: Poliuto, “D’un’alma troppo fervida”28

28

Ibid, 17-19.
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61
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Giacomo Meyerbeer: Les Huguenots, “O beau pays”29

29

Giacomo Meyerbeer and Eugène Scribe, Les Huguenots: opéra en cinq actes. (Paris, Ed. Premières
Loges, 1990), 110-111.
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Giacomo Meyerbeer: Les Huguenots, “Le danger presse”30

30

Ibid, 369-370
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Giuseppe Verdi: Il Trovatore, “Tacea la notte placida”31

31

Giuseppe Verdi, Il Trovatore: Opera in Four Acts, edited by Arthur Sullivan. (London and New York,
Boosey and Company, 1871), 18-19.
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Giuseppe Verdi: Il Trovatore, “Stride la vampa”32

32

Ibid, 51-52

68

69
Giuseppe Verdi: I Vespri Siciliani, “Un sol tuo sguardo”33

33

Giuseppe Verdi, Eugène Scribe, and Charles Duveyrier. I vespri siciliani: dramma in cinque atti.
(Milano, Ricordi, 1944), 389.
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Giuseppe Verdi: Rigoletto, “Caro nome del mio cor”34

34

Giuseppe Verdi, Rigoletto; opera in three acts. (New York, Schirmer, 1902), 94-97
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Giuseppe Verdi: Rigoletto, “Bella figlia dell’amore35

35

Ibid, 181.
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Giuseppe Verdi: La Traviata, “Dite alla giovine”36

36

Giuseppe Verdi, Francesco Maria Piave, Natalia Macfarren, Berthold Tours, and Henry Edward
Krehbiel. La traviata; opera in three acts. (New York, Schirmer, 1899), 94.
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Giuseppe Verdi: Un Ballo in Maschera, “Ma dall’arido stelo divulsa”37

37

Verdi, Giuseppe, Antonio Somma, and Eugène Scribe. Un ballo in maschera: melodramma in tre atti.
(Milan, Ricordi, 1900), 117-118.
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Giuseppe Verdi: Un Ballo in Maschera, “La rivedrà nell’estasi”38

38

Ibid, 14-15.
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Giuseppe Verdi: Un Ballo in Maschera, “Morró, ma prima in grazia”39

39

Ibid, 205-208
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF COMPOSITIONS BY PASCULLI

Fantasies, arranged alphabetically:
Amelia: Un pensiero del Ballo in Maschera, Fantasia per Corno Inlese e Pianoforte, ed.
Christian Schneider. Universal Edition (UE 31 410) Wien, 1999.
Concerto per Oboe sul “Trovatore,” ed. Wolfgang Renz. Wolfgang Renz Notendruck,
Augsburg, 2005.
Concerto sopra motivi dell' opera La Favorita di Donizetti for oboe and piano, ed. James
Ledward. Musica Rara (MR 1879) Monteux, France, 1976.
L'Elisir d'amore, Fantasy and variations, edition by Sandro Caldini forthcoming.
Fantasia due Sopra motivi dell' opera 'Un ballo in maschera' de Verdi for English horn
and Piano, ed. Christ.
Fantasia sull' opera Poliuto di Donizetti for oboe and piano, ed. Omar Zoboli, Musica
Rara .
Gli Ugonotti. Fantasia sull' opera Les Huguenots di Meyerbeer for oboe and piano, ed.
Sandro Caldini. Musica Rara (MR 2233) Monteux, France, 1998.
Gran Concerto su temi dall'opera I Vespri Siciliani di Verdi. ed. Omar Zoboli. Musica
Rara (MR 2154), Monteux France, 1987.
Gran Trio Concertante for oboe, violin, and piano on themes from Rossini’s William
Tell, ed. Anna Pennington. Electronic Theses and Dissertations, Florida State University,
2007.
Omaggio a Bellini for English horn and harp, ed. Christoph Hartmann, Befoco Music,
Coburg, Germany, 2012.
"Ricordo di Napoli" Scherzo Brillante for oboe and piano, (ed. Sandro Caldini), Musica
Rara (MR 2224) Monteux, France, 1995. (based not on opera themes, but on a popular
tune of the time)
Rimembranze del Rigoletto for oboe and piano. ed, Sandro Caldini, Breitkopf & Hartel /
Musica Rara (MR 2280), Wiesbaden, 2003.
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Simpatici Ricordi della “Traviata” fantasticati per Oboe ed accompagnati di Pianoforte,
ed. Wolfgang Renz. Wolfgang Renz Notendruck, Augsburg, 2005.

Etudes:
Le Api, studio caratteristico per oboe con accompagnamento di pianoforte. BMG Ricordi
(109579) Milan, 1989.
Studio caratteristico onde esercitare lo staccato, part of the set of three etudes intended
for performance
Galopade, 3. Studio Caratteristico per oboe con accompagnamento di pianoforte, ed.
Omar Zoboli, Zimmerman (ZM 33700), Frankfurt, 2001.
15 Capricci a Guisa di Studi per oboe (15 Capricci in the manner of etudes), ed. Pietro
Borgonovo. Ricordi (ER 2800) Milan, 1980. Adapted from Pierre Rode’s 24 Cappricci
for violin

Miscellaneous:
Fantasia 8 Settembre at Altavilla for symphonic orchestra, unpublished
Libera for 4 voices and orchestra, unpublished
Naiadi e Silfidi, symphonic poem for orchestra, unpublished
Di qui non si passa, for orchestra, elegy in memory of Pasculli’s son, unpublished
Qui tollis for tenor, oboe, and orchestra, unpublished
Countless other lost compositions and transcriptions for the symphony-band
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